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BMA Indicative ballot of practices on potential action   
Further to the resolution passed in the recent emergency GPC England meeting rejecting the Government 
and NHSE/I ‘support plan’, the BMA have launched an indicative ballot of all practices in England asking what 
actions practices might be prepared to take.   
  
As these questions relate to the practice contract this ballot requires a practice level decision. BMA, therefore, 
request each practice provides ONE response to the ballot on behalf of the practice.   
  
While the liability of any decision rests with the partnership, the BMA strongly encourage practices to discuss 
the indicative ballot options with salaried and locum GP colleagues, practice managers and others working 
within the practice, since any future industrial action would affect all the workforce within the practice.  
  
It is important that as many practices as possible submit their views in order to provide GPC England with the 
insight they need to make decisions on next steps. Each practice with a BMA member has a vote. The 
deadline to vote is 14 November. You can cast your vote here.  
  
The ballot asks whether practices are prepared to take action in five key areas which are to:  
   

• participate in a coordinated and continuous withdrawal from the PCN DES at the next opt-out period  

• disengage, on a continuous basis, from the PCN DES before the next opt-out period  

• not comply, on a continuous basis, with the contractual requirement to ensure GPs earning over the 
earnings threshold declare their income  

• not comply, on a continuous basis, with the contractual requirement to provide COVID vaccination 
exemption certificates  

• participate in a coordinated and continuous change to your appointment book, so as to impact the 
quality of the nationally reported appointment dataset.  

 
Despite all attempts to work on a solution focused package backed by the profession and to put in place a 
plan that really would improve access, quality of care, free up time by reducing bureaucratic workload and 
enable practices to properly care for their patients over this expected difficult winter, the Government's ‘access 
and support plan’ has failed to address these and instead could create further bureaucracy and further 
demoralise the whole workforce across England.   
 
At this time we must support one another and stand together.  The BMA will do all in its power to back GPs.  
 
Read more and access the ballot here.  
 
Read the BMA analysis of what the Government and NHSE/I package means for practices.  
 
 
GP earnings threshold  
Due to the imposition of contract regulations in October 2021, it is now a  contractual requirement to ensure 
GPs earning over the earnings threshold (£150k) to declare their income.  
  
Declarations apply to GP partners, GP subcontractors or locum GPs operating under the core contract and 
earning above the income threshold, and if they fail to declare their earnings, then the practice will be in 
breach of its core contract. If the practice refuses to deliver a service that is required within the 
contract/regulations, the practice will be in breach of its core contract.  
  
Individuals employed by the contractor or employed by a sub-contractor (including where a locum GP is 
engaged by a third party to provide services) are not within scope and so do not need to declare their 
earnings. Therefore, salaried GPs and those who are employed by a contractor or sub-contractor, which is a 
company, and the individual is not named on the contract or sub-contract, will not need to declare their 
earnings if above the threshold. Company directors are also not included unless they fall under the definition 
above.  
  
If the practice breaches its contract, the Commissioner can take action against the practice and the BMA 
cannot prevent them from doing this due to the inadequacy of trade union laws in protecting GP Partners.  
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Through the act of self-declaration, the individual will be consenting to publication. Individuals should therefore 
carefully consider the implications before self-declaration. The GPC believe this policy provides no benefit to 
patients, but will potentially increase acts of aggression and abuse toward GPs and practices. It will be 
damaging to morale among the profession and wholly counterproductive in terms of the ability to recruit and 
retain GPs.  GPC have already received reports of GPs reducing their hours to remain under the threshold 
which will therefore impact patient access to services at a critical time for the NHS. GPC believe the position 
the government and NHSEI have taken on this matter, singling out GPs alone rather than applying this 
requirement to all other healthcare professionals, is completely unacceptable. GPC will continue to do all they 
can to address this.   
  
Read more about the consequences of taking this action or not in the GPC Indicative action supporting 
information  
  
 
Response from the Secretary of State on the Government ‘access package’   
Following the emergency GPC England meeting on 21 October the BMA wrote to the Secretary of State for 
Health & Social Care to highlight the BMA’s concerns about the government’s GP access package. The BMA 
outlined why the existing package had been rejected and was insufficient to meet the needs of patients or 
adequately support GPs and practice staff. The BMA made it clear that the recent imposition of contract 
changes meant the BMA consider that they are in dispute. The BMA also stated that GPC England’s 
resolutions in relation to the access package meant the BMA would now be carrying out an indicative ballot of 
GP members.   
  
The BMA received a response from the Secretary of State who praised the work of general practice and 
outlined measures to address abuse of NHS workers. However he did not address the key concerns reading 
the lack of measures to reduce bureaucracy, resourcing premises and providing more support in an 
accessible way. The BMA will continue to lobby the Secretary of State and Government to what is really 
needed for GPs and practices, as they progress with the indicative ballot.  
 
 
GPC England chair stepping down – message from Dr Richard Vautrey, outgoing GPC England Chair 
After being a member of the GPC negotiating/executive team for over 17 years, and chair for GPC England 
and GPC UK for 4 ½ years, I have decided it is time to step down when the committee meets for the first 
meeting of its delayed annual session on 18 November. With the need to begin planning for a new contract as 
we approach the fourth year of our current five-year agreement, it is now time for a new chair to take on this 
role and be given the opportunity to do this.  
  
Being chair of the BMA’s GP committee has been the greatest privilege and honour. To be able to work on 
behalf of this great profession for so long has given me the opportunity to work with many extremely gifted and 
dedicated people and I want to thank them all for their help, support, and encouragement. Together we have 
achieved a lot including significantly increasing the investment for general practice after a time of austerity, 
including £2.8bn as part of the five year contract package, turning around the decline in GP pay, removing the 
burden of indemnity, improving the quality of care for patients with long-term conditions, enabling the 
recruitment of a growing multidisciplinary team to work with and support GPs - including pharmacists in 
practices - funding to help young partners and most recently supporting GPs and practices through and 
COVID-19 pandemic and enabling GPs to play a leading role in the hugely successful delivery of the COVID-
19 vaccination programme. I’m proud of all we have accomplished.  
  
I have been overwhelmed and humbled with the many messages I have received this week and I want to 
thank everyone for their kindness and thoughtfulness.   
  
There is so much more to do, at such a critical time for the profession, and I wish my successor all the best in 
delivering that.  Read my full statement here.  
 
 
TPP access to records   
As part of the accelerated access to records programme, practices will have seen communications about 
patient access to records held in TPP SystmOne is planned to go live in December, with EMIS and Vision to 
follow in 2022. GPC England has been engaged in discussions on this and have expressed significant 
concerns, including the timing of the launch during winter months, with anticipated unprecedented demand 
adding to patient safety risks that would result from a December rollout. GPC England are seeking a pause to 
ensure the views of the profession are better represented and the programme delayed until there is 
appropriate time to work through the list of concerns.   
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Tees Valley Primary Care Training Hub Newsletter 
You can view the latest newsletter here 
 
 
Supporting general practice against abuse  
The BMA continues to campaign against abuse of GPs and their staff with a number of resources available on 
Support Your Surgery campaign page, in order to get the changes that are so urgently needed to support 
general practice teams.   
  
Please continue to show your support by signing the Support Your Surgery petition to put pressure on 
the Government to support general practice and use the BMA resources to explain to patients why practices 
need to work in the way they are doing in order to protect patients from a rising incidence of COVID-19 and to 
make the best use of the available but limited workforce.  
  
You can also get involved in the #SupportYourSurgery social media discussion by sharing your support 
across social media.   
  
Please do all you can to help us defend and support general practice at this critical time.  
  
Use the BMA template letter to write to your local MP to outline the current pressures being faced by GPs 
across the country.  
  
Share the BMA template letter amongst your local patient groups.  
  
The BMA GP campaign factsheet can also be used to rebut the misinformation in the media and to proactively 
include in social media posts, letters to the local press or MPs.  
  
 
Conference of England LMCs agenda  
The Agenda for the 2021 Conference of England LMCs to be held 25 and 26 November 2021 has been 
published today. This is the fifth LMC England Conference, and we are pleased to continue building on the 
success of previous years in providing a focused space to debate important and pressing issues for GPs 
across England. It will be a fully virtual event. Read more here 
 
 
BMA Virtual GP parliamentary drop in event  
As part of their GP campaign, the BMA held a virtual parliamentary drop in event to address the scapegoating 
of general practice in the media and to provide MPs with the facts about how general practice is meeting the 
needs of its patients, and what more government must do to support GPs to meet the growing demands 
placed upon them.   
  
The event, which was attended by over 20 MPs and their staff from across the political parties, included 
helpful discussions on overall access to general practice; what MPs could do to support practices in their local 
areas - including tackling abuse; what was missing from the access package; and how recent statistics 
showed that GPs are doing more than ever, despite receiving insufficient resource and support to meet this 
growing demand.   
  
The BMA will be following up with attending MPs in the coming days to ask them to further support the 
campaign both within parliament and within their local constituencies.   
 
 
NHS Confederation – an open letter to primary care  
The chair of NHS Confederation, Lord Victor Adebowale, has written an open letter to everyone working in 
primary care. He says:  
  
‘I want to say thank you on behalf of this organisation to everyone who works in primary care. You don’t need 
me to tell you how challenging the past 20 months have been. Primary care has met those challenges head-
on, rapidly adapting to new ways of working and managing nearly 250 million appointments from January to 
August.  
  
We know that primary care is a team sport. You have worked together across practices, primary care 
networks, primary care federations, at place level, and you are taking up the mantle as the drivers of system 
working too.’ Read the full letter here  
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New GP workforce data  
The latest GP workforce data in England for September show the continuing contraction of the General 
Practice workforce, which the Government’s clearly failed to acknowledge in its ‘rescue package’.  
  
September’s data shows only a total increase of 42 FTE GPs compared to the previous month – which is an 
increase of 99 fully qualified GPs set against a loss of 57 trainees. This increase is clearly insufficient to cope 
with the current workload, with the enormous jump in GP appointments in the last month alone (up by 4.7 
million, from 23.9 million to 28.6 million).  
  
General practice is now the equivalent of 1,704 fewer fully qualified FTE GPs than 2015 levels. Over the last 
year (September 2020 to September 2021) general practice has lost 154 fully qualified GPs (a gain of 759 
salaried and locum, set against a loss of 913 partners), and 282 fully qualified FTE GPs (430 FTE Partners set 
against a gain of 148 FTE Salaried).  
 
  
Meanwhile, the number of patients continues to rise, which means the number of fully qualified GPs per 1,000 
patients in England is likely to further fall soon (currently 0.45, compared to 0.52 in 2015)  
 
Full analysis can be found on the BMA’s Pressures in General Practice webpage. Read their press 
statement.  
  
The Eastern Eye reported on Sajid Javid’s statement to the health select committee when asked if the 
government was on track to implement the pledge of 6,000 GPs - “No. I’m not going to pretend that we’re on 
track when we are clearly not.” In response to this Richard Vautrey said: “while the health secretary’s 
admission today is long overdue, it is absolutely not news to GPs and their colleagues working in surgeries 
across the country that have been decimated by workforce shortages. “The bottom line is we are 
haemorrhaging doctors in general practice. While more younger doctors may be choosing to enter general 
practice, even more experienced GPs are leaving the profession or reducing their hours to manage 
unsustainable workloads.” The Times and Healthcare Leader also reported on the fall in GP numbers.  
  
  
BMA COVID-19 data analysis  
The latest BMA COVID-19 data analysis is here.  
  
 
BMA Private Practice Committee 2021 elections – GP representative (UK)  
Nominations for a GP representative to the BMA’s Private Practice Committee 2021 have opened and will 
remain open until 12pm Monday 8th November. Submit your nomination here  
  
To submit your nomination please go to https://elections.bma.org.uk/  
  
Do not provide and/or perform primary medical services under the National Health Service Act 2006 (and/or 
the equivalent legislation in the devolved nations) and who earn 75% or more of their income from private 
general medical practice and are engaged in private general medical practice to the extent of at least 20 hours 
per week. You have to be a BMA member to apply.  
  
If you have any issues please contact the elections team elections@bma.org.uk  
  
 
BMA Webinar - The Health and Care Bill   
The BMA is holding a member webinar on the Health and Care Bill: What it means for you and what you can 
do about it – on Wednesday 17th November, 7-8pm.   
  
The BMA believes that if this Bill is passed, it will usher in drastic changes to the NHS in England, impacting 
the working lives of doctors, and that urgent and significant changes must be made to it.   
  
Register now to attend this event to learn more about the Bill and what you can do about it.     
  
If you have any questions about the event, please contact tbramwell@bma.org.uk.  
  
For further information about the Bill and the BMA’s work in this area, visit: www.bma.org.uk/hcb  
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King’s College London brief survey into the management of IBS in primary care 
King’s College London are currently carrying out research that aims to capture how Irritable Bowel Syndrome 
(IBS) is diagnosed in clinical practice by General Practitioners (GPs) and the dietary advice provided to 
patients with IBS.  
  
They would like to ask you to participate in this short survey that should take no longer than 5-8 minutes.  You 
can access the survey here: https://kclbs.eu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_bxRJNZtEShrLtZ3 
 
Upon completion of the questionnaire, you will be eligible to enter a prize to win a 32GB iPad. This research 
has been approved by the research ethics committee. Kings College value your privacy and the information 
gathered will only be used for their research.  
  
 
GPC GP Bulletin 

Read the GP bulletin here.  
  

 
BMA COVID-19 guidance  
Read the BMA COVID-19 toolkit for GPs and practices, which provides comprehensive guidance for practices 
to manage contractual issues and service provision during the coronavirus pandemic. You can access all the 
BMA guidance on COVID-19, including ethical guidance, here . There is also guidance on the following 
topics:  
  

• Model terms of engagement for a GP providing temporary COVID-19 services  

• Terms and conditions for sessional GPs  

• Risk assessments   
  
 
Mental health and wellbeing – looking after you and your practice team  
GP appraisal leads and GP tutors offer of telephone support conversations remain for any GP who feels 
they would like to talk through any aspect of their professional/personal life that has been affected by Covid. 
To organise a telephone support conversation, either with the appraisal lead or with a GP tutor, please contact 
the appraisal team, or email di.jelley@nhs.net  
 
Crisis Coaching & Mentoring: Coaching and mentoring sessions are available now for all NHS and Health 
and Social Care leaders. Delivered by The Centre for Army Leadership and Meyler Campbell Coaching, these 
sessions are designed to support with the huge pressure on the ability of the NHS to deliver safe, high-quality 
care, sharpen focus on meeting the core needs of staff, ensuring wellbeing and sustained motivation to deal 
with this rapidly changing situation. The intervention will give leaders an understanding of crisis leadership that 
goes beyond what is necessary and focused on engagement and motivation through Covid19. Further 
information and how to register see link here  
 
CLMC continue to offer wellbeing services via Validium for ALL working in general practice within Tees 
(including locums). We understand that a number of staff have accessed this confidential service and it has 
been well received.  
 
The BMA’s report on the mental health and wellbeing of the medical workforce which sets out ten 
recommendations to be addressed to protect staff during the pandemic and in the future. The BMA is here for 
you and offers supportive wellbeing services which include face-to-face counselling. You can access one-off 
support or, after triage, a structured course of up to six face-to-face counselling sessions. Call 0330 123 
1245 today or visit the website for more information.  
  
For all other support, speak to a BMA adviser on 0300 123 1233 or email support@bma.org.uk   
  
Read more about doctors’ wellbeing during the pandemic and on Twitter @TheBMA  
 
There is also a wealth of NHSE provided support available to you and your team including a wellbeing support 
helpline, a 24/7 text alternative, peer to peer, team and personal resilience support, free mindfulness apps and 
the #LookingAfterYouToo coaching offer.  
 
NHSEI have recently developed a new communications toolkit and resources to help promote their offers to 
the workforce. The toolkit has an overview of each offer, including bulletin, email and social media copy, and 
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links to some case studies and posters. You can also follow this link Primary Care Coaching – Link to Assets 
to a range of resources, including social media assets, a video, PDF case studies and posters, website and 
email banners. 

https://www.clevelandlmc.org.uk/website/IGP367/files/looking.pdf

